TWO OPTIONS FOR PLANNING

OPTION 1 - Select strategies and design interactive tasks based on your instructional goals in the three modes of communication

COLLABORATIVE or INTERPERSONAL MODE
(Opens into new page)

- Discussion/Collaboration About Content
  - Jigsaw Projects and Reading
  - Last Word or Final Word
  - The World Café
  - Reciprocal Teaching
  - Give One, Get One
  - Gallery Walk

- Discussions About Language and Vocabulary
  - Sentence Unpacking
  - Language Investigation
  - The Bridge
  - Vocabulary Learning
  - The Vocabulary Bridge
  - Sort and Label

- Connections and SEL
  - Collaborative Identity Poster
  - Four Corners for SEL
  - Language and Team Building Games

- Eliciting Prior Knowledge and Building Schema
  - Text Preview
  - Quick Write
  - KWL Chart
  - Anticipatory Guide
  - Guided Image Analysis

- Supporting Co-Construction of Meaning
  - Close Reading
  - Reading, Listening, or Viewing with a Focus
  - Text Deconstruction
  - Text Reconstruction
  - 10/2 Strategy
  - Reciprocal Teaching

- Processing and Applying Learning
  - See the Collaborative Mode

OPTION 2 - Enhance tasks you have already planned by adding interaction protocols

PRODUCTIVE or PRESENTATIONAL MODE
(Opens into new page)

- Supporting Academic Writing
  - Text Deconstruction
  - Text Reconstruction
  - Brainstorming and Oral Practice for Prewriting
  - Drafting
  - Collaborative Revision and Editing/Publishing

- Supporting Academic Speaking
  - Image Exploration Report
  - Picture Prompts
  - Oral Presentations
  - Connecting with Target Culture Communities
  - Rebroadcasting
  - Create Your Own Ending
  - Round Robin Storytelling

- Supporting Co-Construction of Meaning
  - Close Reading
  - Reading, Listening, or Viewing with a Focus
  - Text Deconstruction
  - Text Reconstruction
  - 10/2 Strategy
  - Reciprocal Teaching

- Processing and Applying Learning
  - See the Collaborative Mode

OPTION 2 - Enhance tasks you have already planned by adding interaction protocols

- Think-Pair-Share and Variations
- Round Robin and Variations
- Rally Robin
- Four Corners
- Three-Step Interview
- Lines of Communication or Speed Sharing
- Jigsaw Projects and Reading Jigsaw
- Collaborative Consensus Building
- Values Line-Up
- Last Word or Final Word
- Gallery Walk
- The World Café
- Carousel Brainstorming
- Give One Get One
- Reciprocal Teaching
- Coffee Klatch
- Tea Party
- Games for Language Practice and Team Building